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First outlined by Timothy Leary and later expanded by Robert Anton Wilson and Antero
Alli, the eight-circuit model of consciousness explains how the soul is multidimensional
and functions on eight distinct interconnected planes that form the eight circuits of
conscious awareness. Each circuit is connected to certain behaviors and personality
traits—the second circuit, for example, is connected to emotional consciousness, such as
intuition, feelings of courage, or, in its unbalanced state, aggression and domination, and
the eighth circuit, the creative circuit of quantum consciousness, is related to limitless
perception, understanding, and action that extends far beyond the limits of planet Earth.
Laurent Huguelit explains how these eight levels of awareness are interconnected
through feedback loops, forming a cybernetic mapping of the soul. He explores the
underactive, overactive, and balanced states of each circuit, offering many psychological profiles as examples. He reveals how activating a circuit that has been neglected
can help bring another into balance. Connecting this model of conscious evolution
to shamanism—the oldest consciousness science known to man—the author explains
how to balance and upgrade your own circuits through shamanic techniques. He
reveals how to reconnect with source energy by deprogramming trauma from your
childhood that can affect your circuits. With access to this unlimited energy you can
activate your innate creative power to manifest your desires and shape reality.
Uniting shamanism and the law of attraction with advanced concepts of modern
psychology, quantum physics, and the Akashic field theory of Ervin Laszlo, Laurent
Huguelit offers a practical map of human consciousness and the development of the
soul as well as a vision for the cybernetic future of shamanism.
Laurent Huguelit is a shamanic practitioner and teacher, founder of L’Outre-Monde
center for shamanic practice, and member of the European faculty of the Foundation for
Shamanic Studies, founded by anthropologist Michael Harner. He lives in Switzerland.
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